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Abstract
In this paper, we define quasi-cyclic (QC) generalized Hadamard matrices and balanced QC generalized
Hadamard matrices. Then we propose a new construction method for QC generalized Hadamard
matrices. The proposed matrices are constructed from the balanced optimal low correlation zone
(LCZ) sequence set which has correlation value −1 within low correlation zone.

1. Introduction
A generalized Hadamard matrix H(q, u) of order u
is a u × u matrix over the set of complex q-th roots
of unity satisfying H(q, u)H† (q, u) = uIu , where † denotes the conjugate transpose and Iu is the identity
matrix of order u [1], [2]. For brevity, we use the notation H interchangeably H(q, u) if specifying q and u
is unnecessary. In other words, the definition implies
that any two distinct rows of H are orthogonal. For
this reason, generalized Hadamard matrices have been
studied for the applications in many areas such as wireless communication systems, coding theory, and signal
design [1].
In this paper, we define quasi-cyclic (QC) generalized Hadamard matrices and balanced QC generalized
Hadamard matrices. Then we propose a new construction method for QC generalized Hadamard matrices.
The proposed matrices are constructed from the balanced optimal low correlation zone (LCZ) sequence set
which has correlation value −1 within low correlation
zone.

2. Preliminaries
Given a q-ary sequence s(t) of period N , the autocorrelation Ra (τ ) of the sequence at shift τ is defined
by
Ra (τ ) =

N
−1
X

ω s(t)−s(t+τ )

t=0

where ω is a primitive complex q-th root of unity. A
q-ary sequence s(t) of period N is said to have ideal
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autocorrelation property if
(
N,
Ra (τ ) =
−1,

if τ = 0
otherwise.

For an integer q, let N be a positive integer such that
N ≡ −1 mod q and s(t) a q-ary sequence of period N .
Then the sequence s(t) is said to be balanced if the
number of occurrences of 0 in a period of the sequence
is at most one less than the number of occurrences of
any other symbols in nonzero element of Zq or some
subgroup of Zq .
The sequence ω s(t) can be considered as the complex counterpart of s(t). Throughout the rest of this
paper, when we mention a sequence with some correlation property, we interchangeably imply s(t) or ω s(t)
if no confusion is caused by the context.
Let s(t) be a q-ary sequence of period N . Let HC
be an (N + 1) × (N + 1) generalized Hadamard matrix
defined by
HC (q, N + 1) = (hij )
where hij is given as
(
1,
hij =
ω si (j−1) ,

if i = 0 or j = 0
otherwise.

Then the matrix HC is called a cyclic generalized
Hadamard matrix if si (t) = s(t + i − 1) where addition is computed modulo N .
Let Hs be the N × N submatrix of an (N + 1) ×
(N + 1) generalized Hadamard matrix H obtained by
deleting the first row and the first column of H. The
definition of cyclic generalized Hadamard matrix implies that Hs is a circulant matrix and each row of Hs
can be considered as some cyclic shift of a sequence of
period N with ideal autocorrelation property.
Thus an (N + 1) × (N + 1) cyclic generalized
Hadamard matrix completely characterizes a sequence

with ideal autocorrelation of period N , and vice versa.
And in this sense, we may call this sequence as
the sequence associated with the cyclic generalized
Hadamard matrix, and vice versa.
Now, let us broaden this idea of association, i.e., a
generalized Hadamard matrix associated with a set of
sequences instead of a single sequence. In this context, we can define a quasi-cyclic (QC) generalized
Hadamard matrix as follows.
Definition 1 [QC generalized Hadamard matrix] Let
S be a set of M cyclically inequivalent q-ary sequences
of period N . Let HQC be an (N + 1) × (N + 1) generalized Hadamard matrix defined by
HQC (q, N + 1) = (cij )

An LCZ sequence set achieving the equality in the
above bound is called an optimal LCZ sequence set.
And if all the sequences in the LCZ sequence set are
balanced, we call it a balanced LCZ sequence set. Associated with the balanced optimal LCZ sequence set
that has correlation value −1 within the low correlation zone, we can construct the balanced QC generalized Hadamard matrix as in the following theorem.
Theorem 3 Let L, M and N be integers such that
N = M L. Let S = {si (t)} be the balanced optimal
LCZ sequence set with parameters (N, M, L, 1). Suppose that the correlation value between any two sequences in S within the low correlation zone be −1.
Then we can construct an (N + 1) × (N + 1) balanced
QC generalized Hadamard matrix
HLC (q, N + 1) = (hjk )

where cij is given as
(
1,
cij =
ω si (j−1) ,

if i = 0 or j = 0
otherwise.

If each of si (t), 1 ≤ t ≤ N , can be expressed as a
cyclic shift (including zero shift) of some member in S,
then we call HQC a quasi-cyclic generalized Hadamard
matrix associated with S.
¤
If each member in the set S is picked as some row in
s
the same number of times, we call HQC a balanced
HQC
quasi-cyclic generalized Hadamard matrix.

3. A Construction Method of Balanced QuasiCyclic Hadamard Matrices Associated with an
Optimal LCZ Sequence Set
In this section, we propose a new construction method
of balanced QC generalized Hadamard matrices associated with an optimal LCZ sequence set that has the
correlation value −1 within low correlation zone.
Let S be a set of M sequences of period N . If the
magnitude of correlation function between any two sequences in S takes the values less than or equal to
ǫ within the range −L < τ < L, of the offset τ ,
then S is called an LCZ sequence set with parameters
(N, M, L, ǫ) [7].
Tang, Fan, and Matsufuji [9] derived the lower
bound on the size of an LCZ sequence set using the
Welch bound [10].
Theorem 2 [Tang, Fan, and Matsufuji [9]] Let S be
an LCZ sequence set with parameters (N, M, L, ǫ).
Then,
j N 2 − ǫ2 k
M≤
(1)
L(N − ǫ2 )

where ⌊x⌋ denotes the greatest integer not exceeding
x.
¤

where hjk is given as
(
1,
if j = 0 or k = 0
hjk =
s⌊(j−1)/L⌋ (k−1+jL )
w
, otherwise
and jL = (j − 1) mod L.
Proof: What we are going to show is that each row
in HLC is orthogonal to every other row in HLC , all sequences in S appear exactly the same number of times
s
as some rows of HLC
in the form of their cyclic shifts
(including zero shift), and they are balanced.
s
are cyclic shifts of the sequences
Since rows in HLC
s
in S, it is clear that all rows in HLC
are balanced. From
the definition of hjk , it is manifest that all sequences
in S have the same number of occurrences as rows in
s
HLC
.
Let vi be the ith row of HLC , 0 ≤ i ≤ N . We have
to show that vi vk† = 0 for all i 6= k. Since v0 is an
all one sequence and each vi , 1 ≤ i ≤ N , comes from
some balanced sequence, it is clear that v0 vi† = 0 for all
1 ≤ i ≤ N . From the structure of HLC , it is manifest
that the rows v1+lL through vL+lL , 0 ≤ l ≤ M − 1, are
the cyclic shifts of ω sl (t) . And for all 1 ≤ i < k ≤ N ,
we can rewrite vi vk† as follows
vi vk† = 1 +

N
−1
X

ws⌊(i−1)/L⌋ (t+τi )−s⌊(k−1)/L⌋ (t+τk )

t=0

where τi = i − 1 − ⌊(i − 1)/L⌋L and τk = k − 1 − ⌊(k −
1)/L⌋L.
From the property of LCZ sequence set with correlation value −1 within the low correlation zone, it is
clear that
N
−1
X
t=0

ws⌊(i−1)/L⌋ (t+τi )−s⌊(k−1)/L⌋ (t+τk ) = −1.

¤
Using the optimal LCZ sequence set in [3] and Theorem 3, we have the following corollary.

Corollary 4 Let m and n be integers such that m|n.
Let p be a prime and α a primitive element in Fpn . Let
v(·) be a 1-form function from Fpm to Fp and f (x) a
1-form function from Fpn to Fpm . Let Sp be an optimal
p2 -ary LCZ sequence set with parameters (pn −1, pm −
1, (pn − 1)/(pm − 1), 1) defined by

where li (t) is given as
li (t) = ci (trnm (αt )).
Using the LCZ sequence set Lp , we can construct a
balanced QC generalized Hadamard matrix
HLP (p, pn ) = (hjk )

m

Sp = {si (t) | 0 ≤ i ≤ p − 2}

where hjk is given as
(
1,
if j = 0 or k = 0
hjk =
wl⌊(j−1)/L⌋ (k−1+jL ) , otherwise

where si (t) is given as

si (t) =


pn −1

pf ([v(α pm −1 i x)]r ),





pn −1

if α pm −1 i ∈ Fp

n

p −1


f ([v(x)]r ) + pf ([v(α pm −1 i x)]r ),




otherwise.

Then we can construct a pn × pn balanced QC generalized Hadamard matrix
HLC (p2 , pn ) = (hjk )
where hjk is given as
(
1,
hjk =
ws⌊(j−1)/L⌋ (k−1+jL ) ,
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if j = 0 or k = 0
otherwise
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